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Multiple ionization of neon atoms in collisions with bare and dressed ions:
A mean-field description considering target response
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We investigate projectile-charge-state-differential electron removal from neon atoms by impact of He2+, Li3+,
B2+, and C3+ ions at intermediate projectile energies (25 keV/u to 1 MeV/u). The many-electron problem is
described with an independent electron model in which active electrons at both collision centers are propagated in
a common mean-field potential. Response to electron removal is taken into account in terms of a time-dependent
screening potential, and a Slater-determinant-based method is used for the final-state analysis. Total cross
sections for net recoil ion production, multiple ionization, and capture channels are mostly in good agreement
with published experimental data. Results from equicharged bare and dressed ions are compared and the net
recoil ion production cross section is broken down into contributions associated with different final projectile
charge states in order to shed light on the role of the projectile electrons.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The theoretical description of target electron removal in
collisions with dressed projectiles, i.e., projectile ions that
are not fully stripped of electrons, is more involved than for
bare-ion collisions. One reason is that projectile electrons can
be removed or transferred and thus change the final charge
states. Calculations that take this into account and distinguish
coincident charge states of fluorine-ion projectiles in impact
ionization of neon were reported in Ref. [1], using a many-body
extension of the classical-trajectory Monte Carlo (CTMC)
[2] method. When an active role of projectile electrons is
not considered, one faces the question of how to model the
screening effect associated with passive electrons. A simple
way of dealing with this is to approximate the total projectile
potential by a Coulomb potential with an effective charge.
Examples for such an effective potential approach are found
in CTMC [2] and classical-trajectory eikonal calculations [3],
where the choice of the effective potential is informed by
spectroscopic energy-level data or by integrating the charge
density of hydrogenlike wave functions up to the adiabatic
radius of the outermost orbital [4].

A more involved method is to approximate screening by
a charge that is a function of distance. This allows for incor-
poration of the correct asymptotic behavior of the projectile
potential. Often parametric model potentials are used, for
example, in perturbation theory [5] and in CTMC calculations
[6,7]. Modeling the spatial dependence of the screening
potential is conceptually straightforward in descriptions where
the independent electron model (IEM) is used to approach
the many-electron problem. Parametric potentials have been
used to model target and projectile effective potentials in
continuum distorted-wave with eikonal initial-state (CDW-
EIS) calculations [8–11]. In Refs. [12–15] target and projectile
effective potentials calculated with a density functional theory
(DFT) approach have been used with the basis generator
method (BGM) for orbital propagation [16]. Starting from
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a parametric projectile potential, Ref. [17] developed for the
CDW-EIS method an effective potential that is a function of
the transferred momentum. Calculations for He+ impact on
noble gases [18,19] and B2+ impact on Ne [20] were based on
this approach.

Recent experiments provided projectile-charge-state-
coincident multiple ionization and charge transfer total cross
sections for dressed-ion–atom collisions over a wide energy
range [15,20–27]. In Ref. [20] so-called pure ionization
channels (i.e., target ionization coincident with an unchanged
projectile charge state) were published for the B2+-Ne collision
system. These experiments motivated us to investigate the
role active projectile electrons have in such collisions [28].
We compared results of two-center BGM (TC-BGM) [29]
calculations considering active target and projectile electrons,
and calculations with passive projectile electrons only, with
experimental data [20]. It was found that transfer ionization
processes and coincident projectile ionization have a notice-
able effect on pure ionization cross sections and calculations
considering active projectile electrons are in better agreement
with the experiments. Subsequently, we compared the active-
electron results with a He2+-Ne calculation using the same
method to further explore the role of projectile electrons [30].
Of particular interest was that the net recoil ion production
by bare-ion impact exceeds that of dressed-ion impact. In
both works we noted it would be desirable to take time-
dependent screening effects into account. Accordingly, in the
present paper we investigate dressed-ion collisions with active
electrons at target and projectile considering target response.
We extract cross sections for more collision channels than in
the previous work and also look into the C3+-Ne system for
which experimental data have become available very recently
[26]. For both B2+-Ne and C3+-Ne cases, results are compared
to those of equicharged bare ions in order to provide further
insights into the role of projectile electrons in collisions.

The article is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we briefly
explain our approach based on the TC-BGM. First, the
effective potentials and their asymptotic requirements in
the no-response approximation are introduced in Sec. II A.
This is extended to encompass a time-dependent effective
potential that models target response in Sec. II B. In order
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to establish terminology and the parameters used in the
present calculations a brief overview of the BGM is given
in Sec. II C. The theory section ends with an explanation
of the statistical method used in the final-state analysis
(Sec. II D). The nomenclature and definitions of the total
cross sections that are compared in the following are also
introduced in this section. Section III A compares no-response
and target-response model results. Given that the response
model can be viewed as a systematic improvement and since
the response results are in better overall agreement with the
experimental data, we focus on these calculations henceforth.
Dressed- and bare-ion impacts on neon are compared for
B2+ and He2+ projectiles in Sec. III B and for C3+ and
Li3+ projectiles in Sec. III C. Both sections are structured
in a similar way: Total cross sections for the net recoil ion
production are presented first, followed by a discussion of
the projectile-charge-state-coincident contributions to it. We
explain the difference of net recoil ion production cross
sections of the dressed and the bare projectiles based on
these charge-state-coincident cross sections, comprising pure
target ionization, transfer ionization, and (for the dressed
projectiles) electron removal from both target and projectile.
Total cross sections for single- and double-electron capture
into the projectile are also compared with experimental results.
The article closes with some concluding remarks in Sec. IV.
Unless stated otherwise, atomic units are used throughout.

II. THEORY

We are investigating collisions that are fast enough to
describe the motion of the nuclei by a straight-line trajectory.
This reduces the scattering problem to a time-dependent
Schrödinger equation for the N -electron dynamics, which
depend on the parameters projectile kinetic energy E and
impact parameter b. An IEM description is used for the many-
electron problem. The N -electron wave function is expressed
as a Slater determinant det(ψ1, . . . ,ψN ) of single-particle wave
functions ψi that are propagated according to

i∂t ψi(r,t) = ĥ(t) ψi(r,t), i = 1, . . . ,N (1)

with a single-particle Hamiltonian of the form

ĥ(t) = − 1
2�r + vt

eff(r,t) + v
p
eff(r,t). (2)

The total effective potential vt
eff + v

p
eff is the same for all ψi , and

we therefore refer to it as a common potential. Both parts vt
eff

and v
p
eff consist of nuclear potentials and mean-field potentials

modeling electron-electron interactions. We introduce the
mean-field potentials in a no-response approximation first,
followed by a brief description of the target response model
used in this work.

A. No-response approximation

In the no-response approximation the effective target and
projectile potentials in the Hamiltonian (2) are frozen to atomic
and ionic ground-state potentials, respectively. Let rt and rp

denote the distances of a given electron to the target and
projectile nuclei, while r is the electron’s position vector with
respect to the center of mass of both nuclei. Separated into

nuclear and electronic mean-field contributions the potentials
are expressed as

vt
eff(r,t) ≈ vt

eff(rt) = −Zt

rt
+ vt

Ha(rt) + vt
x(rt), (3)

v
p
eff(r,t) ≈ v

p
eff(rp) = −Zp

rp
+ v

p
Ha(rp), (4)

where Zt and Zp denote the charge numbers of the nuclei. In
both expressions vt

Ha(rt) and v
p
Ha(rp) are Hartree potentials of

the form

vHa(r) =
∫

d3r ′ ∑
i

|ψi(t0,r ′)|2
|r − r ′| , (5)

where the ψi(t0) are the Nt and Np initially occupied target and
projectile orbitals respectively (doubly counted if occupied by
a spin-up and a spin-down electron). They are obtained from
exchange-only optimized potential method (OPM) calcula-
tions [31], i.e., from self-consistent DFT structure calculations
in which exact exchange is taken into account. In the case of
the target atom, the OPM exchange potential vt

x, which corrects
for self-interaction contributions in vt

Ha is also included in vt
eff,

but in the case of the projectile it is not.
This choice is informed by our main interest in this work,

namely ionization of and transfer from the target. Accordingly,
our vt

eff is the correct no-response potential for (each) one of the
Nt initial target electrons, while v

p
eff is the potential experienced

by an electron that does not contribute to the projectile charge
distribution; i.e., it is the correct potential experienced by a
(distant) target electron. Note that vt

eff is asymptotic to −1/rt,
whereas v

p
eff is asymptotic to −qp/rp (qp being the projectile

charge state).
Inevitably, there is a price to pay for working with a

common mean-field potential of the type vt
eff + v

p
eff if the

potential is chosen such that it has the correct asymptotic
behavior for an initial target electron: One cannot expect to
obtain accurate results for projectile-electron transitions, since
from the perspective of an initial projectile electron vt

eff is too
attractive while v

p
eff is too weak. Chiefly this leads to increased

loss from the projectile, which is further discussed in Sec. III B.
While a coupled mean-field approach in which electrons of
both centers are propagated with different potentials that show
the correct asymptotic behavior is possible, it would require us
to renormalize the many-electron wave function [14], since the
orthogonality of the propagated orbitals is lost. The advantage
of using a common potential is that orthogonality is preserved,
which makes the final-state analysis straightforward.

B. Target response

In the no-response approximation the effective potentials
vt

eff and v
p
eff are constant in time in reference systems moving

with the respective centers. This should be adequate for fast
collisions, in which the electrons do not have enough time
to adapt to changes in the potentials. However, below a few
hundred keV per nucleon a description that includes response
is desirable [32]. We do so, adapting the target response model
of Ref. [32] which is briefly summarized in the following: A
time-dependent effective potential vt

eff(t) is formed as a linear
combination of ionic ground-state potentials vqt weighted by
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probabilities for reaching the corresponding charge states qt.
The ionic potentials are approximated by scaling the effective
potential vt

eff(t0) of the neutral atom such that the ionic ground-
state potentials vqt show the −1/rt tail of the neutral target case
for qt = 0 and qt = 1 while they behave like −qt/rt for qt > 1.
This choice ensures that dynamical screening does not set in
when only a small fraction of the electronic charge has been
removed.

With this approach Ref. [32] developed the following
expression for a time-dependent screening factor:

α(t) = P t
net(t) − (

P t
net(t)/Nt

)Nt

Nt − 1
, (6)

where P t
net(t) is the net occupation of bound target states1

and (P t
net/Nt)Nt is interpreted as the probability to find all Nt

electrons at the target at time t . By applying Eq. (6) in Eq. (2)
we approximate the effective target potential as

vt
eff(r,t) ≈ vt

eff(rt,t) = −Zt

rt
+ α(t)

[
vt

Ha(rt) + vt
x(rt)

]
, (7)

with the same Hartree and exchange potentials that are used
in the no-response approximation [cf. Eq. (3)]. When the net
occupation equals the number of electrons of the neutral target
atom, P t

net = Nt, i.e., before the collision in particular, the
time-dependent screening potential is equal to the static one,
vt

eff(rt,t) = vt
eff(rt).

If the single-particle wave functions ψi(r,t) are represented
in a finite basis the net occupation can be calculated according
to

P t
net =

N∑
i=1

Vt∑
ν=1

∣∣ci
ν(t)

∣∣2
(8)

with transition amplitudes

ci
ν(t) = 〈ϕν |ψi(t)〉 (9)

and the sum over ν includes all bound target states |ϕν〉 that
are noticeably populated.

In Ref. [32] instantaneous target eigenstates |ϕν(t)〉 for the
time-dependent effective target potential of Eq. (7)( − 1

2�r + vt
eff(t)

)|ϕν(t)〉 = εν(t)|ϕν(t)〉 (10)

were used in Eq. (9). In the present work we project the
solutions on undisturbed target eigenstates |ϕ0

ν 〉 = |ϕν(t0)〉
instead. It has been shown in Ref. [32] that projecting on
instantaneous states is preferable, because it avoids oscillations
of the target net occupation P t

net which arise in an analysis
based on the undisturbed target states |ϕ0

ν 〉 due to a lack of
synchronization with the time-dependent potential.

We make this seemingly unfavorable choice in the present
work for the following reasons. As explained in Sec. II C we
use the TC-BGM to represent the IEM collision problem. A
TC-BGM basis consists of bound target, bound projectile,
and BGM pseudostates. In Ref. [32] a BGM basis without

1In Ref. [32] the scaling is written as function of the target net
removal P loss

net , while the net occupation P t
net = Nt − P loss

net is used
here.

projectile states was used instead. This made the extraction
of electron transfer amplitudes more difficult, but it was
straightforward to obtain the instantaneous states of Eq. (10)
by diagonalization. This is different in the present case of
a (nonorthogonal) two-center basis, in which the definition
of the target net occupation becomes somewhat arbitrary
when target and projectile states overlap at small internuclear
distances. Regarding the asymptotic instability of P t

net it
was demonstrated in Ref. [32] that an averaging procedure
involving results in a certain interval of large projectile-target
distances gave very similar results as the analysis in terms
of the instantaneous eigenstates (10). Auxiliary calculations
(not shown) indicate that this is also the case for the collision
systems studied here—with some limitations at high projectile
energy as discussed further below in Sec. III A.

Transition probabilities for initial conditions at the projec-
tile are part of the sum in Eq. (8). As a consequence, the
target net occupation can exceed the number of electrons
of the neutral atom, P t

net > Nt. When this happens, P t
net/Nt

exceeds unity and loses its probabilistic interpretation. This
was of no concern in Ref. [32] since the calculations did not
consider active electrons of the projectile. We remedy this in
the present work by capping the target net occupation P t

net at
Nt. In practice, we found it rarely happens that the target net
occupation P t

net exceeds Nt = 10 (for neon), and if it does, it
is only by a small margin (≈0.1). Hence, we deem the simple
procedure of capping P t

net to be unproblematic.

C. Basis generator method

The single-particle equations (1) are solved using a fi-
nite basis expansion obtained from the TC-BGM [29]. A
TC-BGM basis {|χμ

ν 〉} consists of sets of atomic target
states {|ϕ0

ν 〉,ν = 1, . . . ,Vt}, ionic eigenstates of the projectile
{|ϕ0

ν 〉,ν = Vt + 1, . . . ,V }, and pseudostates. The latter are
dynamically generated from the target atomic orbitals by
application of powers of a regularized projectile potential
operator Wp = (1 − e−rp )/rp. Reference [16] established that
for the finite vector space spanned by such a basis the coupling
to the complementary part of Hilbert space is minimal. The
construction rule for the basis is

∣∣χμ
ν (t)

〉 = [Wp(t)]μ
∣∣ϕ0

ν

〉
μ = 0, . . . ,Mν, (11)

TABLE I. Maximum power Mν of the potential operator in
Eq. (11) for all ν corresponding to target subshells 2s to 4f ; each set
of Mν defines the construction of a basis of size Nχ . The basis for
Nχ = 185, marked with boldface in the table, was used to calculate
the results of Sec. III.

Mν for orbitals

2s 2p 3s 3p 3d 4s 4p 4d 4f Nχ

0 1 2 2 4 5 5 5 5 170
0 1 2 2 4 5 5 5 6 177
0 1 2 3 4 5 5 5 6 180
0 1 2 3 4 5 5 6 6 185
0 1 2 3 4 6 6 6 6 189
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FIG. 1. (a) Weighted average probabilities b p̄rm(b) for target electron removal, calculated with a basis spanned by Nχ = 185 states. (b)
Relative difference |p̄rm

Nχ
/p̄rm

185 − 1| of the above basis to bases comprising 170, 177, 180, and 189 states (cf. Table I).

where Mν = 0 for ν > Vt. Table I lists several examples for
Mν , jointly denoting the values for all ν of the same subshell.
A set of Mν corresponds to Nχ basis states. It is chosen such
that sufficient convergence with regard to the observables of
interest is achieved. Figure 1(a) shows the average of the B2+-
Ne target electron removal probability p̄rm = (Nt − P t

net)/Nt

as a function of, and weighted by, the impact parameter b for
the basis consisting of 185 states (cf. Table I). The relative
differences |pNχ

/p185 − 1| to probabilities calculated with
three smaller bases (Nχ = 170,177, and 180) and one larger
basis (Nχ = 189) are shown in Fig. 1(b). With the exception of
the smallest basis (170 states) the differences to the Nχ = 185
basis are well below 5%. The Nχ = 185 basis is used for all
further calculations in this work. Basis convergence for the
other collision systems is comparable.

The 1s target state is not included in the TC-BGM basis,
since these electrons are tightly bound and can be considered
as a frozen core in the impact energy range of interest. We
have verified this assumption for the B2+-Ne collision system.

In addition to the (2s-4f ) target states and the BGM
pseudostates we include 20 ionic eigenstates, 1s, . . . ,4f , for
all four projectiles in our basis. In the case of the bare
ions, He2+ and Li3+, analytical hydrogenlike functions are
used. Numerical solutions of the Schrödinger equation for the
effective potentials v

p
eff(r) are used for the dressed projectiles

B2+ and C3+.

D. Final-state analysis

The immediate results of the dynamic calculations are the
transition amplitudes ci

ν at t = tf [cf. Eq. (9)]. An observable
that can be compared with experiments and that is found quite
directly from a number of calculations covering a range of
impact parameters b is the net recoil ion production cross
section σ+. It can be expressed via the target net occupation
P t

net [cf. Eq. (8)]:

σ+ = 2π

∫ ∞

0
b
[
Nt − P t

net(b)
]
db . (12)

Additional considerations are required to move from the
single-particle view to many-particle observables. A first

step is to define an exclusive probability Pϕ1,...,ϕN
to find

the system in a specific final configuration, an N -electron
state |ϕ1, . . . ,ϕN 〉 represented by a Slater determinant com-
posed from ϕn ∈ {ϕ0

ν ,ν = 1, . . . ,V }. The collision system at
final time tf is described by the state |ψ1, . . . ,ψN 〉 that is
formed from propagated single-particle wave functions ψi [cf.
Eq. (1)]. The exclusive probability

Pϕ1,...,ϕN
= |〈ψ1, . . . ,ψN |ϕ1, . . . ,ϕN 〉|2 (13)

can be expressed as the determinant of the N × N density
matrix γ with matrix elements

γnn′ =
N∑

i=1

〈ϕn|ψi〉〈ψi |ϕn′ 〉 =
N∑

i=1

ci
nc

i
n′

∗
at t = tf, (14)

where the ci
n are those transition amplitudes of Eq. (9) that

correspond to the final configuration considered.
While it is possible to evaluate all observables of interest

by combinations of exclusive probabilities, it requires great
computational effort. We avoid this through the inclusive
probability approach of Ref. [33]. Selecting and evaluating
a smaller m × m determinant of the density matrix yields
an inclusive probability to find m specific states occupied
by electrons, while the final states of the remaining N − m

electrons are not determined [33]. Through combinations of
inclusive probabilities one can obtain probabilities pkl for a
final configuration where k electrons are at the projectile, l

in the continuum, and N − k − l at the target [34]. The total
cross section corresponding to such a charge-state correlated
measurement is

σkl = 2π

∫ ∞

0
bpkl(b) db . (15)

Summation of all σkl weighted with the final target charge state
qf

t = k + l − Np yields an expression equivalent to Eq. (12) for
the net recoil ion production:

σ+ =
N∑

k=0

N−k∑
l=0

(k + l − Np)σkl. (16)
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For the results presented below transition amplitudes to
target n = 4 states are not considered in the determinantal
final-state analysis, although they are included in the TC-BGM
basis, in order to reduce computational complexity. We verified
on the level of single-particle probabilities that transitions to
these states are negligible.

III. RESULTS

A. Response vs no-response calculations

In Ref. [32] target response in BGM calculations for He2+-
Ne collisions was investigated. In this work we apply the same
response model to collisions of neon atoms with dressed ions.
We begin the discussion with comparing the present results for
the B2+-Ne system to a previous no-response calculation [28].
Both sets of calculations consider active target and projectile
electrons, labeled BGM-TP in Ref. [28]. They differ only with
regard to modeling response and the effects thereof.

Total cross sections σ3l for pure multiple ionization,
coincident with an unchanged projectile charge state q i

p = qf
p,

are shown in Fig. 2. Experimental results from Ref. [20]
are included as well. For single-ionization σ31 response and
no-response calculations provide nearly coinciding curves.
This similarity is a consequence of the soft onset of the
screening model of Eqs. (6) and (7), where a small reduction
of target net occupation P net

t weakens the screening potential
only marginally.

As the number of electrons in the continuum l increases,
the calculations become more distinct. For σ33 response
underestimates the experiment below the velocity v = 3 a.u.,
while the no-response calculation is in good agreement with

FIG. 2. (Color online) Total cross sections for projectile-charge-
state-coincident multiple ionization of Ne by B2+ as functions of
projectile velocity v, comparing response (solid lines) and no-
response [28] (dash-dotted lines) calculations. Shown are four groups
(set apart by color) for final target charge states q f

t = 1, . . . ,5. The
projectile charge state is fixed at q i

p = q f
p = 2. Experimental data are

from Ref. [20].

the data. In the case of fourfold ionization σ34 the no-response
calculation overestimates the experiment while response un-
derestimates it for v < 3 a.u.. This indicates that response has
the tendency to weaken multiple ionization, which becomes
most evident for fivefold ionization σ35. The no-response
calculation overestimates the experiment considerably, while
response overestimates the experiment to a lesser degree.

We have argued in Sec. II B that the no-response approx-
imation is adequate for the description of fast collisions. In
this context the discrepancy between the two calculations
above v = 5 a.u., in particular visible when several electrons
are removed, suggests a failure of the response calculation.
A detailed analysis has shown that use of undisturbed |ϕ0

ν 〉
rather than instantaneous |ϕν(t)〉 atomic target eigenstates for
determining the target net occupation P t

net and for carrying out
the final-state analysis is responsible for the discrepancies (cf.
Sec. II B). For slower collisions the effect of using the undis-
turbed states cannot be evaluated by comparing the response
and no-response calculations. However, a comparison of
present He2+-Ne results with those of Ref. [32], for which the
same response model with instantaneous target states was used,
does not show a noticeable discrepancy in this energy range.
That is, the problems of the response calculations seem to be
restricted to high energies. They are somewhat reminiscent of
the shake-off mechanism, in which the sudden removal of one
electron causes multiple ionization due to nonzero overlaps
of undisturbed target states with the continuum of the ion.
However, we deem them to be unphysical in the present context
of an IEM calculation with a suddenly changing effective
potential.

We have found that the role of target response is most
pronounced in target ionization channels. Of the capture
channels of interest here, single and double capture, the former
is unaffected and the latter has its cross sections only slightly
lowered by response.

Collisions with the triply charged projectiles C3+ and
Li3+ show the same patterns regarding the comparison of
no-response and response calculations, albeit on a smaller
scale.

B. Doubly charged projectiles

In the following only target response calculations are
considered. They agree better with experimental data for He2+

projectiles than their no-response counterparts, as shown in
Ref. [32], while, as discussed above, in the case of B2+ the
response effect is small.

Figure 3 compares the weighted sum of the pure target
ionization cross sections, which we refer to as pure ion
production in the following2

σ
pure
+ =

N−k∑
l=1

l σkl for k = Zp − q i
p, (17)

2In our previous works [28,30], we called this quantity positive ion
production and used the symbol σ̃+. In this article, the name was
changed to pure ion production σ

pure
+ in order to avoid confusion with

the net recoil ion production σ+.
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Net recoil ion production σ+ and pure
ion production σ

pure
+ for Ne by B2+ (solid line), He2+ ion impact

from present (long-dashed line) and Ref. [32] (short-dashed line)
calculations. What appears to be a dash-dotted line are in fact the
two He2+-Ne σ+ lines in close proximity. Experimental data: B2+ [20]
(filled triangles), He2+ [35] (open squares), and [36] (open lozenges).

for the two q i
p = 2 collision systems He2+-Ne and B2+-Ne. To

stay consistent with the experiments of Ref. [36], the figure
shows the truncated sum (l � 4) for σ

pure
+ rather than the full

sum.
For He2+ the present theory is in very good agreement

with the measurements [35,36] over the whole measured
range. Likewise, σ

pure
+ is mostly in good agreement with

the experiment for B2+ [20]. For relatively slow collisions
(v < 2.5 a.u.) the experimental data points are somewhat
underestimated, however. Pure ion production by the dressed
boron ion is enhanced in comparison to that by the bare helium
ion. At high energies this can be explained straightforwardly. In
this regime multiple ionization occurs predominantly in close
collisions (b < 1 a.u.) for which the B2+ potential becomes

stronger than that of He2+around the closest approach as a
consequence of an incomplete screening of the nucleus.

The resulting increase of multiple ionization is partially
compensated by coincident loss of projectile electrons, reduc-
ing the probability of a pure-ionization final state. This can be
seen when comparing the σ

pure
+ curve with the net recoil ion

production σ+ [cf. Eqs. (12) and (16)] also displayed in Fig. 3.
This cross section also includes collision channels with a final
projectile charge state different from the initial one. While the
bare helium σ

pure
+ and σ+ curves converge, as capture becomes

less likely with increasing relative velocity, a gap remains
for B2+.

In slow collisions the capture probabilities exceed those of
ionization. While direct ionization is still present at the lowest
collision energies considered in this work, pure ionization
channels are considerably smaller than channels involving
electron capture. This is in particular the case for the helium
projectile, where pure ion production is an order of magnitude
smaller than net recoil ion production. Note that the agreement
between theoretical and experimental σ+ results is good
for He2+ projectiles except at the lowest impact energy.
Unfortunately, no experimental σ+ data are available for the
B2+ case.

The gap between the pure ion production by the two
projectiles is wider at low and intermediate velocities v <

3 a.u. than at high velocities. This can be explained with
stronger capture by the helium ion. Also of importance are
transfer-ionization processes in which the initial projectile
electrons are involved. For example, consider a process
where one electron is captured by the projectile while an
initial projectile electron is lost to the continuum, resulting
in an unchanged projectile charge state and contributing to
σ

pure
+ . In other words, in bare ion collisions capture removes

probability from the pure ionization channels, whereas in the
case of dressed ions this can be somewhat compensated by
transfer-ionization processes like the one described above. In
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FIG. 4. Contributions to the net recoil ion production σ+ grouped by the final projectile charge state q f
p that the weighted multiple ionization

terms in Eq. (18) are coincident with. The topmost curves are identical to the respective σ+ curves in Fig. 3. (a) B2+-Ne collisions, and (b)
He2+-Ne collisions.
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a previous work [28] we found indications that such processes
are indeed significant in this energy range. The larger number
of possible processes for a dressed projectile leading to the
same final electron configuration might also be a reason for
the observation that the B2+ calculation does not agree as well
with the experimental data as the He2+ calculation.

The large gap between σ+ and σ
pure
+ in slow collisions due

to capture and transfer ionization prompts a closer look at
these contributions. Let us focus on the B2+ case and rewrite
Eq. (16) as

σ+ =
I︷︸︸︷

σ
pure
+ +

II︷ ︸︸ ︷
7∑

l=0

(l + 1)σ4l +

III︷ ︸︸ ︷
6∑

l=0

(l + 2)σ5l + · · ·

+
9∑

l=1

(l − 1)σ2l

︸ ︷︷ ︸
V

+
10∑
l=2

(l − 2)σ1l

︸ ︷︷ ︸
VI

+ · · ·
. (18)

In Fig. 4 the terms denoted by Roman numerals are con-
secutively added. The terms are labeled correspondingly for
He2+ impact, bearing the different q i

p in mind. In slow B2+-Ne
collisions, single capture and transfer ionization (II) processes
give the largest contribution, greatly exceeding processes
where two electrons are captured (III).

The empty area between the areas denoted III and V
represents capture processes where the number of electrons
at the projectile k exceeds its nuclear charge number Zp,
corresponding to negative ion production. These unphysical
contributions are a consequence of the statistical treatment
of multiple electron processes used in the IEM. While it is
significant in the case of He2+ impact [Fig. 4(b)], the net recoil
ion production is unaffected by the deficiencies of the statistical
model as it can be directly calculated from single-particle
probabilities [cf. Eqs. (8) and (12)].

Projectile electron loss (V) sets in at the lowest impact
energies considered, increases with increasing E, and remains
fairly constant for E � 100 keV/u. Double-projectile electron
loss is noticeable but not significant over the investigated
energy range. Triple projectile loss is negligible. For low

impact energies, projectile electron loss probabilities are
overestimated due to our choice of potentials in Eq. (2).
Moreover, our description does not include antiscreening [37],
which greatly enhances ionization of the projectile in fast
collisions. Based on a comparison with projectile electron loss
experiments [22] we expect an uncertainty of at least a factor
of two for these channels.

When comparing He2+ with B2+ impact [Fig. 4(b) vs
Fig. 4(a)], a notable difference is an increase of double capture
(area III) by the bare ion, matching the contribution of single
capture for the slowest collisions. This explains what is seen
in Fig. 3: The He2+-Ne σ+ curve intersects at about v = 2
a.u. with that for B2+ and exceeds it considerably. Note that
this feature does not occur in the q i

p = 3 collision systems
discussed below.

Including all collision channels where qf
p = q i

p − 1 the total
cross section for single capture

σsc =
N−k∑
l=0

σkl for k = Zp − qi
p + 1 (19)

is shown in Fig. 5(a). The double-capture cross section σdc is
similar to Eq. (19), for k = Zp − qi

p + 2, and can be found in
Fig. 5(b).

Our B2+-Ne results considerably underestimate the exper-
imental total single-capture cross sections of Ref. [22] and
overestimate two data points from Ref. [38]. The present
theory is in good agreement with He2+-Ne experiments from
Ref. [36], while it overestimates the data of Ref. [35].
Comparing B2+ and He2+ impact, we find that single capture by
the latter exceeds the former for all but the slowest collisions
investigated.

The agreement between our results for double capture by
the boron ion and the experiment of Ref. [22] is good; the
data points of Ref. [38] are overestimated, however. In the
case of the helium projectile, the data points of Refs. [36]
and [35] are in close proximity to each other, and our
calculations overestimate both. Since dynamic and final-state
correlations often play an important role in double capture
[39], the IEM tends to overestimate this channel. With this in
mind, we consider the good agreement with the experiment

FIG. 5. (Color online) Total cross sections for (a) single- and (b) double-electron capture by B2+ (solid lines) and He2+ (dashed lines)
impact on neon targets. Experimental data: B2+ [38] (stars), [22] (filled triangles); and He2+ [35] (open squares), [36] (open lozenges).
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FIG. 6. (Color online) Net recoil ion production σ+ and pure ion
production σ

pure
+ for Ne by C3+ (solid line) and Li3+ (dashed line)

ion impact. Experimental data: Li3+[26] (open circles); and C3+ [15]
(filled squares), [26] (filled circles). The C3+-Ne data point at at
v = 6.5 a.u. is from Ref. [40].

of Ref. [22] to be fortuitous. Moreover, if the boron curve
were lower by the same factor by which the helium curve
overestimates the experiments, it would lie between both sets
of experimental data (viz. Refs. [22] and [38]). While this
channel is overestimated, it is overestimated consistently for
both projectile ions, and we can discuss them in relation to each
other: Over the whole impact energy range, double capture into
the bare helium ion exceeds that into the dressed boron ion,
reflecting what is also apparent from the experiments.

When considering the contribution of capture to net recoil
ion production, as discussed for Fig. 4, two caveats have to
be kept in mind: The total cross sections σsc and σdc include
all final target charge states [cf. Eq. (19)]. Since there is no
weighting with the target charge state qf

t , they cannot be
identified with terms II and III in Eq. (18). However, our

findings for σsc and σdc do reflect the strong contribution of
single and double capture to net recoil ion production in the
He2+-Ne collision system, and in turn provide an explanation
for the net recoil ion production by the helium ion exceeding
that of the boron ion. The caveats are somewhat alleviated as
the σkl of our calculations show that for the impact energy
range of most interest for this question, capture without
ionization (l = 0) outweighs transfer ionization processes
(l � 1). Cross sections for the latter measure up to the former
only from v ≈ 3 a.u. on.

C. Triply charged projectiles

Figure 6 shows the pure ion production σ
pure
+ and the net

recoil ion production σ+ for the triply charged projectile ions
C3+ and Li3+. Our σ

pure
+ results are mostly in good agreement

with experimental data for C3+ [15,26,40]. The apparent
structure in the experimental data around v = 3 a.u. is not
explained by our model. Above v � 4 a.u. our calculations
overestimate the results of Ref. [26], but they agree very
well with the single datum of Ref. [40] at 1050 keV/u. Our
results also overestimate the Li3+ experiments from Ref. [26].
However, in the same manner as the experimental data do,
the calculated pure ion production cross sections for C3+

projectiles exceed those for Li3+ in slow collisions, while both
curves converge with increasing velocity.

The calculated net recoil ion production for collisions with
the carbon ion is larger than that for the lithium ion over the
whole investigated impact velocity range. This is in contrast
to our findings for the q i

p = 2 collision systems (Fig. 3) where
the bare- and dressed-ion curves intersect at v = 2 a.u. The σ+
and σ

pure
+ curves for the bare lithium ion converge as the impact

energy increases, while those for the dressed carbon ion stay
apart. Similarly to the B2+-Ne case, this can be attributed to
projectile electron loss, as is apparent from the areas denoted
as V and VI in Fig. 7(a). The designations in this figure follow
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FIG. 7. Contributions to the net recoil ion production σ+ grouped by the final projectile charge state q f
p the weighted multiple ionization

terms in Eq. (18) are coincident with. The topmost curves are identical to the respective σ+ curves in Fig. 6. (a) C3+-Ne collisions, and (b)
Li3+-Ne collisions.
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Total cross sections for (a) single- and (b) double-electron capture by C3+ (solid lines) and Li3+ (dashed lines) impact
on neon targets. Experimental data: C3+ [15] (filled squares), [26] (filled circles), [21] (filled triangles); and Li3+ [26] (open circles).

the notation introduced in Eq. (18) plus
∑5

l=0(l + 3)σ6l for
the contribution of triple-capture processes to σ+, denoted
as IV. For both triply charged projectiles the contribution of
capture processes becomes smaller as the number of captured
electrons increases, which is different from He2+ impact, where
the contributions from double capture can exceed those from
single capture. Also unlike He2+-Ne, for Li3+-Ne collisions
the contributions from capture processes with k > Zp are not
significant as can be inferred from the negligibly small white
areas in Fig. 7(b).

Our calculations for C3+ and Li3+ single-capture cross
sections σsc [cf. Eq. (19)] are in good overall agreement
with experiments shown in Fig. 8(a) with two data points
for C3+ at 83 keV/u being somewhat underestimated.3 We
find single capture into the bare lithium ion slightly enhanced
in comparison to the dressed carbon ion. Our calculation
overestimates experimental C3+ double capture σdc [Fig. 8(b)].
Similar to the collisions with doubly charged projectiles, this
is due to the IEM’s inability to describe correlated capture
processes. Calculated double-capture cross sections for the
lithium ion exceed those for the carbon ion at mid- to high
energies, while the curves intersect at about E = 50 keV/u.
We are not aware of experimental σdc for Li3+ impact.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We presented TC-BGM calculations for collisions of bare
and dressed ions with neon atoms, using an IEM description.
In the dressed-ion case orbitals of both collision centers were
propagated in a common mean field. Resulting many-electron
wave functions were expressed as single Slater determinants,
and transition probabilities to final states were found with the
inclusive probability method, which reduces the combinatoric
complexity of the problem.

Time-dependent screening of the target nucleus was ad-
dressed with a response model in which the screening
potential is a function of target occupation. When both

3The σsc from Ref. [15] is the sum of the transfer ionization channels∑3
l=0 σ4l , corresponding to final neon charge states 1 to 4.

collision centers are at close proximity, the concept of target
occupation becomes a matter of definition within the IEM.
We chose a pragmatic approach and projected the propagated
single-particle wave functions on atomic eigenstates. Results
calculated with the present response model were compared
with results of the no-response approximation. It was found
that total cross sections for pure single and double ionization
of Ne in collisions with B2+ hardly differ in both calculations.
The effect of response, suppressing multiple ionization due
to reduced screening, becomes more apparent as the number
of removed electrons increases. In the case of threefold
ionization, this led to an underestimation of the experimental
data, while the no-response results are in excellent agreement.
At this point it cannot be established if this has to be attributed
to the simplicity of the global response model or if it points to
a more fundamental limitation of the IEM for processes that
involve three or more electrons. Experience from previous cal-
culations, e.g., Refs. [13,32,41,42], suggests a tendency of the
IEM to overestimate multiple ionization when the final target
charge state exceeds the initial projectile charge state by more
than one [28]. While the no-response as well as the response
results are in reasonable agreement with the experiment, we
favor the response calculations for systematic reasons.

Accordingly, all further calculations for B2+ and C3+

impact on Ne were carried out using the present response
model. To serve as a reference, collisions with He2+ and
Li3+ projectiles were calculated with a consistent set of
parameters. For all collision systems our results for net recoil
ion production and pure ion production agree nicely with the
available experimental data. Results for single capture are
mostly in reasonable agreement with experiments, but double
capture is overestimated, as is typically the case in IEM
descriptions.

We found net recoil ion production by bare-ion impact to
exceed that by dressed ions when comparing He2+ and B2+

impact. This is usually not expected in comparisons of bare-
and dressed-ion collisions and was not found when comparing
impacts by Li3+ and C3+ ions. By breaking the net recoil
ion production down into its contributing cross sections, each
corresponding to a final projectile charge state, it is found that
capture into the projectile is responsible for the increase of net
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recoil ion production by He2+ impact. In other words, net recoil
ion production by He2+ impact is increased because capture
into He2+ is stronger than into B2+.

We consider the results of the present model to be in good
overall agreement with the experimental data, and find it
remarkable that a large number of collision channels corre-
sponding to quite different processes are resulting from one
calculation. A complete picture, also including projectile loss
channels, is hindered by the limitation of having the exchange
potential localized at one center, leading to wrong asymptotic
potentials for electrons at the other. Such limitations of the IEM
in the form we use it, based on the electronic density of both
centers before the collision, can often be bypassed through
superimposed models. The aforementioned asymptotic prob-
lem would be eluded by a piecewise potential function. The
present global target response model is an example for such
an approach, modeling response by scaling the screening
potential with a factor depending on target occupation, and
indeed could be done for the projectile as well [13]. There is,

however, the danger of overburdening the IEM or blurring the
first-principles approach, due to the need for free parameters
and pragmatic definitions. If a more complete picture is
sought, it might be a better idea to construct a microscopic
response potential [43]. Based on exchange-only DFT this is
feasible and worthwhile pursuing, since such a calculation
may be viewed as the exact no-correlation limit, i.e., the best
possible IEM one can come up with. It is possible in principle
to follow this avenue further and include correlation effects
in the DFT context, but given the fundamental and practical
difficulties associated with constructing a suitable correlation
potential and the observables of interest [44] this will remain
a challenge for some time to come.
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